How to turn your Facebook into a money making funnel of interested prospects looking to
join your CashFX Business!
Step 1: Add 100-200 new facebook friends every day (you can target MLM and Network Marketing
Pages, crypto and bitcoin pages as well) Target people following influencer like Gary V, Tony Robbins,
Eric Worre Etc will work best to fine Like-Minded people!
Step 2: After they accept your friend request
VERY IMPORTANT
➢ LIKE their profile pic
➢ Like and comment a couple of their latest posts and USE Emojis

Facebook loves emojis!

This will ensure the facebook algorithm knows you are now connected and your new friends see your
posts in their news feed when you start posting daily content. You should be posting content DAILY!
➢ some lifestyle stuff
➢ some personal family life stuff and every once in a while
➢ something about making money (DO NOT POST EVERYDAY ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS – but it is okay
to post about TOPICS RELATED TO YOUR BUSINESS)
Morning Afternoon and Evening…
Go through your facebook 3 times a day and like, love, comment and leave emojis
on 50+ of your
facebook friends posts focusing on your newly added friends. Do this in the morning before you leave
for work, on your lunch and then before you go to bed. Do it whenever you have time!! You can’t overdo it!

THIS IS WHAT FUELS the facebook algorithm!!
YOU WANT likes and engagement on your posts? Then you have to engage on other people’s posts.
This is a 2 way street.
You are steadily building a LASER targeted audience on your facebook! ! !
SO simple … add new friends, follow these SIMPLE steps and STAY CONSISTENT
BONUS If you already have 5000 friends delete 1000 of them a month and repeat the steps above..
that’s 1000 New FREE Prospects a month seeing your life and learning to KNOW, LIKE and TRUST YOU
and eventually join you in your success in CFX

Join this group for more training and discusson on this strategy!!
https://www.facebook.com/groups/CashFXGroupTeamQueenWiki

